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Who is Captain Vic the Science Wizard?

Vic Meisinger, better known throughout the Front Range as Captain Vic the Science Wizard, is a 
Denver  native  who  loves  to  bring  kids  of  all  ages  together  with  science  for  super-fun 
experiences  and  mind-expanding  educational  events.  Captain  Vic  has  developed  unique 
presentation  methods  that  enable  kids  of  all  ages,  abilities,  and  learning  levels  to  easily 
understand and appreciate basic scientific principles. Through creative and engaging sessions, 
he found that kids could easily make the transition from simple tactile play to a more critical 
understanding of core concepts and basic laws.

Captain Vic brings his own personal experiences from previous vocational adventures into the 
classroom.  He does this in an effort to show the kids the true connection between what is 
learned early on in life and how it can have a great influence on where we go and what we do in 
the future.  In his own case, it was early science that led him to an exciting aviation career.

A Brief Vocational History

Captain Vic is a former helicopter pilot for the U.S. Army, local television stations channel 7 and 
9, and was one of the first pilots for St. Anthony’s Flight for Life service here in Denver.  He also  
had two commercial helicopter charter companies in Denver, and – just prior to working for St.  
Anthony’s - Vic served with the Littleton City Police Department as a forensic technician, better 
known as a crime scene investigator (CSI).

Upon retiring  his  aviation  wings,  he decided to return  to his  second love:  Teaching.  In  the 
military and as a civilian flight instructor, he'd already had quite a bit of experience. This time, 
however,  he wanted to work with kids.   With his extensive background in science it  was a 
natural fit.  

He became a senior instructor for Mad Science for over two years, then worked for the Cherry 
Creek School  District  as a Before and After  School  Program assistant  director.  It  was with 
Cherry Creek that Vic attained a valuable understanding of the needs and challenges faced by 
school programs. Then, in 2004, Captain Vic started his own science enrichment company. For 
the past 10 years, he's been providing entertaining and educational science programs to kids 
ages 3 to 93 in public schools, private schools, recreation centers, public libraries, at birthday 
parties, corporate events, Girl Scout and Boy Scout programs, and so much more!
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Dear Children’s Program Director,

Captain  Vic  the  Science  Wizard  would  like  to  submit  the  following  information  for  your 
consideration  regarding  science  enrichment  programs offered  by  the  wizards  in  2015.   As 
always, all classes begin with a very entertaining and educational introduction to the science 
topic chosen.  This portion of the program includes exciting, thought-stimulating demonstrations 
and is specifically designed to inspire curiosity in the kids.  We then advance to the hands-on, 
minds-on portion of the class where all attendees get to build and experiment with their own 
make-and-take-home science projects. A super-fun time!

The topics this year are all built around the life and times of a famous person who has been 
credited with major developments in his or her related field of study, i.e. Madame Marie Curie 
and chemistry, or Ben Franklin and electricity.  Therefore, each class becomes a bit of a history 
lesson as well as a fun and exciting science adventure.  There are eight different classes to 
choose from this year so please book early if you have a specific date in mind!

Program length is approximately 50 minutes per class or topic and all classes are designed for 
ages 5 and up. However, many younger children thoroughly enjoy the entertainment value of 
the  programs,  as  well!  Even  though  they  may  not  be  able  to  construct  the  class  projects 
themselves,  a  little  help  from  mom or  dad  can  have  them participating  with  the  big  kids. 
Attendee limits are recommended to be 30 kids or fewer per class unless prior arrangements 
have been made.

Rates: There are three different programs and three different rates being offered, and all include 
the make-and-take-home project materials for all attendees for all classes given.

1. Single class and single topic, $225.00.

2. Half day, 3 classes and 3 different topics, $525.00.

3. Full day, 6 classes and 6 different topics, and the last class of the day is a graduation 
celebration party where everyone will learn about kitchen chemistry and get to make and 
eat some really cool science treats. Total fee, including graduation ceremony and treats, 
$875.00.
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2015 Recreation Center Class Topics 

1. Were the Wright Brothers Wrong? - Well they were frequently, but with each failure 
they learned and discovered something new and different  they hadn’t  known before. 
With this new knowledge, they were able to make corrections to other experiments that 
finally led them to achieve powered flight. However, they first learned by experimenting 
with gliders.  In this class, we will all learn how to make a really cool“Strawship Glider”  
that will fly the length of a basketball court or further!  All we will need is creativity, some 
simple supplies, and a basic understanding of aerodynamics.

2. Electricity and Ben Franklin - Ben only had two years of formal schooling from the 
ages of 8 to 10, and yet he had an unusual talent for understanding things that other 
people didn’t. He also loved to experiment with all science fields. His experiments led to 
the invention of many life- and time-saving devices we use today and he gave us a 
never before known understanding of electricity, especially static and lightning. To end 
the class we will all make “Static Electron Generators.”

3. Hold the Phone, Mr. Bell  - Alexander Graham Bell was very curious about things he 
didn’t understand.  Following in his father’s footsteps, he began to study and then later 
teach  communication  methods  to  people  who  were  deaf  or  had  severe  hearing 
difficulties.  It was at this time he met with other teachers in his field who were using 
science and machines to increase hearing abilities.  He was hooked, and (being the very 
creative and intelligent  person he was) began his  own quest  to become one of  the 
greatest inventors in his field of audiology and communications.  Hello, can you hear me 
now?  Well, in this class you will not only hear sounds in different ways, you will also get 
to feel sound and make your own “Working Telephone.”

4. Rootin', Tootin' Isaac Newton - Sir Isaac Newton, as he is known today, was a very 
sickly, frail, and solitary boy who disliked school but loved learning about science, a topic 
that very few people of his day knew much about.  That, to him, was great because that 
meant  there  was  so  much  to  discover  and  learn,  and  he  did.   Through  great 
observations and studies, he was able to come up with theories and explanations for 
things like gravity and why there are so many colors in a rainbow, and how and why 
things moved, or didn’t.  Thus began the study of motion physics. After some super 
demonstrations and experiments we will all build a “Super Anti-friction Machine” that will  
demonstrate his 3 Laws of Motion in a super fun way.

5. Madame Curie and Basic Chemistry -  Marie Curie is the only person, male or female, 
to ever win the Nobel Peace Prize for both chemistry and physics.  Her studies and 
determination earned her the respect  and admiration of  fellow male scientists in  her 
fields of expertise and her achievements in the medical field of treatment with radiation 
and  chemistry  are  used  today  and  have  been  credited  with  saving  countless  lives 
throughout the world.  In this class we will use a little basic chemistry of our own as we 
all create and get to experiment with our very own “Glow-in-the-dark Polymer Slime.”

6. Where Did Van Gogh Go Wrong? - Vincent Van Gogh was a hyperactive youth who 
looked at the world very differently than most people, including his artist friends. He had 
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little  to  no formal  training as  an artist  and yet  he is  credited with  helping to  create 
something  called  “Abstract  Art.”   This  is  art  that  doesn’t  much  look  like  what  it  is  
supposed to look like, however the end result many times is pleasing to the eye.  In this 
class, we will  learn how to use science and just the sense of touch to create some 
fantastic “Abstract Finger Paintings”   that are mess-free and very suitable for framing.

7. The Science of Sublimation -  This is our most requested class of over 25 topics and is 
well-suited for all ages.  It’s all about a frozen gas that’s 141 degrees colder than an ice 
cube and it changes from a solid to a gas without ever going through the liquid state. 
This class is full of super-entertaining and educational demonstrations and has more 
hands-on opportunities for the kids and photo opportunities for the parents than any 
other program we offer.  We end this class by making gas-powered “Strawship Rockets” 
that are safe for both indoor or outdoor launchings.  3-2-1-Blastoff!

8. Bubble Blowing Blowout! - This is the class that makes everybody a bubble-ologist in 
just minutes.  All it takes is a basic understanding of what bubbles really are, how they 
are made, and then learning the scientific secrets to blowing bubbles - and there are 
some super secrets! This class also encourages teamwork and creativity, but mostly just 
lots of fun!

             More classes are available if you are looking for specific subject matter - just contact us for more information!

Get in Touch
If you have any questions about rates, classes, or booking, please contact Captain Vic or Ms. Carol

720-205-1851
vic@science-wizards.com | carol@science-wizards.com

www.science-wizards.com
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